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“Having run a successful landscape business and weathered the industry peaks and troughs for many 
years we were delighted to be recognised for our efforts at the recent LQ Awards Gala Dinner taking 
out a Commercial 5 category win and receiving Highly Commended from the Judges in Commercial 
category 3. Our category 5 project subsequently went on to win the highly coveted overall 
Commercial Landscape Construction of the Year Award and the impact that has had on our team and 
business generally has been phenomenal. We are proud to display our winners’ logos on our website 
and email footers. These achievements will help us continue to market our business to potential new 
clients for many years to come cementing longevity for our family owned and run operation.  

In addition to the above, we have noticed a renewed sense of pride from many of our employees 
and numerous congratulations from builders, subcontractors and other landscapers.” – Naturelink 
Landscapes & Design 

 

“Here at Cityscapes we’ve been building great pools and landscapes for over 25 years. As relatively 
new members with Landscape Queensland it was great to see a new category established in 2018 
Residential Landscape & Pool Construction and we were honoured to take out this inaugural award 
at the prestigious Gala Dinner. Receiving this award not only encourages our team to strive for 
continuous improvement but also recognises the efforts they put in on a daily basis. Being able to 
promote our business as an Award Winning Pool Builder also adds another dimension to our 
business marketing strategies and the small cost and time to enter is far outweighed by the 
rewards!” - Cityscapes Pools & Landscapes 

 

“Leaf Wood Rock Landscapes is a small landscape orientated team located in Mackay QLD 
specialising in landscape design, construction and maintenance in both the commercial and 
residential fields. Last year we completed a project which involved bringing the owner’s long desired 
landscape envisions, dreams and expectations to the families’ cattle station which was four hours 
west of Mackay. The project involved a total commitment by our team and we were often hindered 
by Mother Nature, human factors and travel distance which made this project so much more 
challenging.  

Our team did a fantastic job. The distinctiveness of the project including its design and attention to 
detail prompted us to make the decision to enter the Landscape Queensland Construction 
Excellence Awards for 2018. Not knowing what to expect we ventured to Brisbane to THE Industry 
Event organized by Landscape Queensland. The Gala Dinner was just fabulous, well put together and 
included lots of industry-related content and networking opportunities.  

We were very excited to win the Residential over $250,000 category, the promotion received both 
online and in print after the event, was and still is fantastic publicity for our business, helping us to 
stand out from the crowd in our Regional Queensland Location”. – Leaf Wood Rock Landscapes 

 

”The 2018 Landscape Qld Landscape Awards was a chance for our business to celebrate our work for 
the year and was a great event for our landscape team meet other landscapers in the industry” – 
Brizscapes Gardening & Landscaping 

 


